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Abstract 

Poly (o-toluidine) (POT ) doped with Dodecyl benzene Sulfonic Acid DBSA synthesis by chemical 

polymerization method using ammonium persulphate as oxidizing gent.  Nano Conducting polyblends POT-

DBSA/POE  films were prepared by mixed different ratio  (0 – 10%, 150%, 25%, 35% ,45%and 50%) of 

polyethylene  oxide  polyethylene oxide (PEO)   with conducting polymer (POT-DBSA) and prepared by spin 

coating method . Morphology and diameters of the  nanofibers were studied by Atomic Force  Microscope  

(AFM).  The  diameter  of  nanfiber  was  about  85.49  nm  (at  15 wt%  PEO concentration)  and  increased  

with  increasing  concentration  to  105  nm  (at  50  wt%  PEO concentration). . The electrical properties of 

conducting polyblends POT-DBSA/POE  were  measured by two probes  method. I-V  characteristic of  these 

films at different weigh ratio of POE were investigated .They showed  ohmic behavior at all applied voltages . 

The electrical conductivity increases as POE increase from7.2 x10
- 7

 S/cm at 0% to  4.48 x10
- 5

 S/cm at 

50% ..The activation energy at temperature  were found at rang (293-353)K are also investigated . 

Keywords: key words, conducting polyblend, poly (O-toluden)(POT), polyethylene  oxide  polyethylene oxide 

(POE),  ,electrical properties. 

 

1. Introduction 

Poly (O-Toluidine) (POT) and polyaniline  (PANI) are considered as the most important conducting polymers 

(Krichelore 1992) .Conducting polymers have an immense  advantage of   being   simple   to   synthesis,   with   

their   chemical structure tailored to alter their physical properties, such as their band gap. They exhibit an  

extensive range of electrical   conductivity   from   metallic   to insulator value  (10
-9

 - 10
5
  ) S/cm. Further  to 

their ease of synthesis and  lower cost, they are known to have  low  poisoning  effects(Cao, Y. et al 1992, Talib 

R.A. 2009 .It  has  attracted  great attention in the field of active materials for applications such as  organic  light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs) (Burn et al 2007) field-effect transistors(OFETs) (Nam et al 2011 ) and solar cells 

(Kareema et al 2012 ). 

( POT) polymer is a PANI derivatives which contains the – CH3  group in the ortho position of the 

aniline monomer . Among the ring  substituted PAni derivatives( Elmansouri,A., et al 2007). POT has been 

probably the most widely studied one. Indeed ,( Kareema et al 2013) have studied  the chemical polymerization 

of (O- toluidine)  and its application in solar cell. The electro polymerization of (O- toluidine) was studied by 

other authors  using various electrolytes with different concentrations, These works revealed that POTs have 

interesting electro-optical properties and can be used as electrochromic and electronic devices (Kareema. & 

Wejood  2012). 

Many research about polymer blend (mixed two or three polymers) were done to improvement the 

physical properties of polymers (Zainab, et al 2008 ; PAN et al  2010 ; Nam et al 2011).One of these polymers  

is POE which is used to obtained nanofiber conducting polymers (Tariq J.et al 2013). These fibers have a high 

surface area to  volume ratio, which is useful for many applications ( Deitzel  et al 2001). 

In the present work synthesis of conducting  polyblend of POT-DBSA/POE.  was prepared  by  

chemical  polymerization then blended  with different weight ratios of  POE. The morphology of Prepared 

material  was characterized by AFM . Thin films of these blend prepared  by spin coating  method on 

interdigitated Finger electrode. 

 

2. Experimental Procedures 

2.1 preparation of poly POT-DBSA: 

Poly (O-toluidine) doped with DBSA was synthesized by the oxidative polymerization of (o-toluidine) in acidic 

media .using a method similar to the research ,( Kareema et al 2013).1 mg of POT-DBSA  was dissolved in 10 

ml of chloroform ( CHCl3)  with  stirring for  8-9  hours. The  result  deep  green solution  was  filtered.  PEO  

(Mw   200.000  provided  by (Alpha chemical) was added to POT-DBSA  solution and put under  stirring for   3  

hours. Different weight ratios  of POE (10  , 15 , 25, 35,  45  and 50 ) % were  used  . Different ratios solution of 

POT-DBSA/POT were prepared and these solutions  were used to prepared thin films samples . 
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2.2 Preparation of POT-DBSA / POE  thin Films 

The thin films of POT-DBSA / POE  was synthesized by using spin coating method on interdigtated finger 

electrode . Figure (1) shows interdigitated finger electrode, that used to measure the surface conductivity  of  the 

sample s from  the  following relationship (Skjolding, L. et al 2008). 

                             σ s= [I/V] [ L/Wtℓ]                                (1) 

where, t is thickness of polymer, W is the  distance fingers (10mm), ℓ is number of fingers is to be (10), and L is 

the space between electrodes  (100µm). 

 
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of interdigitated finger electrode 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1 The Morphology of materials 

The morphology, of  the POT –DBSA and  POT-DBSA / PEO  blend were examined using AFM.  AFM images 

of pure POT-DBSA  and   the   other   sets   of POT –DBSA / PEO   blends with  weight ratios concentrations of 

PEO  0wt%, 15 wt%, 25 wt%, 35 wt%, 45 wt % and 50% are shown in Figures2. The histograms diameters 

distributions of the above samples are displayed in Figures.3.    As   it   can   be   seen,   the       diameters 

distributions   were   obtained   close   to   the   Gaussian distribution  . The average diameters   were   

significantly   reduced   with decreasing   the   concentration   of   PEO.   The   average diameters of POE-

DBSA/PEO nanofibers  between 85.46  nm at 15% wt%to 105nm at 45% POE. 

 

3.2 Electrical conductivity 

Current-voltage characteristic of POT.DBSA/PEO blends for 25% PEO concentration at room temperature  is 

shown in Fig.4. The curve shows ohm behavior .The electric conductivity is calculated by equation (1) ,for all 

concentrations  , and  tabulated at Table (1). The electrical conductivity increase with increasing the PEO 

concentration found ranging from 7.2×10
-7

 S/cm at 0wt% PEO to 4.48×10
-5

 S/cm at 50wt% PEO 

concentrations .As increasing weight ratio of POE , in blends the conductivity increase  may be the POT-

DBSA/PEO  blend became Nano fiber material so that Nano fiber structure would increase the conductivity and 

this agreement with (Norris et al 2000 )the high conductivity at high  PEO concentration can be attribution to 

reduce the energy gap with increase the PEO concentration, and from the other hand when the fiber diameter 

decreases this lead to increase in conductivity of Nano fibers as found by( Sarac, A. S. et al 2012). 
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Figure 2. AFM of POT-DBSA/POE blend 
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Figure 3. Size distribution of diameters in POT-DBSA/PEO Blend at (a) 0%PEO(POT-DBSA)     (b)15%PEO  

(c)25%PEO   (d)35%PEO    (e) 45%PEO       (f) 50%PEO 
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Figure 4. Current –Voltage characteristic  of POT-DBSA/POE  for  all concentration 
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Table 1. The the electrical conductivity of POT-DBSA/POT he electrical conductivity of    POT-DBSA/POT  

50% 

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

45% 

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

35% 

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

25%                

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

15.6% 

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

10% 

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

0%  

PEO 

σ(S.cm-1) 

T(K) 

4.48*10-5 1.2*10-5 7.4*10-6 6*10-6 4.72*10-6 3.5*10-6 7.2*10-7 293 

1*10-4 7*10-5 2.9*10-5 1.5*10-5 9.8*10-6 6.4*10-6 7.9*10-7 303 

3.2*10-4 2.8*10-4 1.96*10-4 5.7*10-5 1.25*10-5 1.2*10-5 1.09*10-6 313 

6.8 *10-4 4.8*10-4 2.9*10-4 1.53*10-4 7.3*10-5 4*10-5 2.3*10-6 323 

9.5 *10-4 7.3*10-4 4.5*10-4 3.3*10-4 1.3*10-4 8.2*10-5 7*10-6 333 

2.8*10-3 1.5*10-3 5.56*10-4 5*10-4 4.5*10-4 3.9*10-4 1.22*10-5 343 

7.6*10-3 4.9*10-3 3.3*10-3 1.2*10-3 7.8*10-4 5.5*10-4 6.28*10-5 353 

 

3.3 Temperature dependence of electrical conductivity 

Current-voltage characteristic of POT-DBSA /PEO samples with different PEO concentration at different 

temperature range (293-353 K) is shown in Fig.5 . The figure shows ohmic behavior at all applied voltage at all 

range of temperature. Also note  an increase in the current value with the increase in temperature due to the 

increase in the concentration and mobility of charge carriers  with the increase of temperature as high 

temperature works on the exponential increase in the number of charge carriers and mobility. This leads to 

increasing in electrical conductivity with temperature. This is similar to what was obtained by the 

researchers( PAN et al 2010) W, when studying the electrical properties of co- polymers.     Figure 6 shows the 

ln σ as a function of 10
3
/T for the POT-DBSA/PEO blends at different PEO concentration.   From this figure see 

the D.C conductivity increases with increasing temperature, this means that the POT-DBSA/PEO have negative 

thermal coefficient for all PEO concentration.  It can be  also be seen that POT-DBSA/PEO of weight ratio 

(0,10,15)% of POE have divided in two regions one at range(293-322)K and other at range (353-322)K.  In the 

first region the temperature is enough to move the carrier from valence band to bipolar on band .The 

conductivity follows the free carrier translation in an extended state over the chain length in addition to the 

interchain transition. The activation energy, Ea1, is calculated by the relation( Kireev  1978 ). 

                        

KT/Eae
−

σ=σ o                                (2) 

where Ea, K, T are the activation energy, Boltzmann constant and temperature.  As temperature is lowered, 

second region(322-293)K, the number of holes in valence band decrease and shift away to localized bipolaron 

state. In this region can be  explained according to happing through a tail states between adjacent sites. (Kareema 

1997)At high weigh (25,35.45and 50)% one activation energy observed at range (293-353)K . The conductivity 

follows the free carrier translation in an extended state over the chain length in addition to the interchange 

transition. The values of Ea1 and  Ea2 were tabulated at Table 2, and from this table see decreasing the 

activation energy with increases PEO.  

 

Table 2. The the electrical the activation energy of POT-DBSA/POT for all concentration 

Ea2(eV)(322-293)) Ea1(eV)(353-322) Concentration of PEO% 

0.69 1.05 0 

0.53 0.98 10 

0.42 0.95 15 

 Ea1(eV)(353-293)  

 0.92 25 

 0.9 35 

 0.86 45 

 0.75 50 
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Figure 6 .The electrical conductivity POT-DBSA/PEO as a function of reciprocal absolute temperature 

(1/T).for all concentration 

 

5. Conclusion 

1-   Conducting blend of POT-DBSA /POE were prepared  from different  weight ratio of  POE    with POT. 

2- the morphology  indicated nanostructure and diameters of the  nanofiber  was  about  85.49  nm  (at  15 wt%  

PEO concentration)  and  increased  with  increasing  concentration  to  105  nm  (at  50  wt%  PEO 

concentration). 

2)  I-V characteristics of all ratio show ohmic behaviors with electrical conductivity  increase as POE increases  

from 7.2*10
-7

 at 0%  to  4.48*10
-5

 at 50% . 

3) The activation energy decreases with increase POE weigh ratio from 1.05 eV at 0% to 0.75 eV at 50%. 
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